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The concept of "science" was introduced from abroad. Ancient Chinese science 
in tortuously improving are closely linked with it, an ancient Chinese science and the 
ancient pectg, underlining theory in new-confucianism plays an important role in the 
development of the Chinese science has overlooked course of epistemology and 
methodology. Logic experience says , "Lord epistemology is methodology" . In other 
words, what is "epistemology explore the logic" understanding. In ancient pre-qin 
period, as the need of the historical era, social and political , it lifted the academic 
trend hsun homes fearing theory, establish its  center status of the thought system, 
they start of social initiatives launched from the vi w of politics, given the actuality 
relations discussed in a new interpretation of name. Confucian Confucius's name, 
which came from political intentions academic thinking led later thinkers to further 
their actuality discussions on the development of the heory, that played direct 
influence function. Later, the Confucian heir xunzi, famous GongSunLong , legalist 
han fei zi, mo zi and dogan n the world-renowned thought of the name might system 
are based on Confucius thought as the foundation and underlining the continuous 
extension to update and perfect, its purpose is conistent with the "rectification of 
names" da "is politics",politically, the thought played a very influential role, 
undoubtedly,the methods of guiding is significance.Since the cheng yin,cheng hao 
and zhu xi expanded the new-confucianism thought in song dynasty , then depends 
in succession, thinkers in the later economist dynasties were standard poor 
new-confucianism and impelled the development of "science",in this process, name 
appeared its consciously guidance of it.political and logical indivisible are losely 
linked with each other. the analogy of logic thinking implied in the development of 
ancient plays a role as western syllogistic tool, it is a kind of scientific thinking,the 
science new-confucianism was being promoted to the development of scientific 
ideas,Meanwhile, in methodology ,it and modern system science theory are very 
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第一节 正名论与名实观  
























































































    三、正名思想中的名实观 














































    一、儒家学派的正名思想 
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